
she made because she was Sundanese and she could be in the same position. As I 

explained in my PSU interview and previous statement, this is actually one of the 

issues I found so frustrating. In my interview [HOM002453/23] I said, "But when I 

got moved to this place, yeah, like some of the people that work there are foreign. 

They're foreigners themselves. This is the worst thing about it, yeah? . . . And they're 

treating me like I'm a fourth class citizen like." These officers who were themselves 

foreign think that because they came to this country and were given opportunity, 

everyone else who came to this country was also given opportunity. So if you were 

now in immigration detention, it was your own fault. But I wasn't like them. I never 

had that opportunity. Everyone has a different life and background. The officers 

didn't care about that. They thought we were all the same. 

DCO Babatunde Fagbo 

82. I described DCO Fagbo to the PSU in the course of their investigation into my 

allegation of abuse by officers at Brook House. Although I could not recall his precise 

name at the time, the PSU identified them as DCO Babatunde Fagbo. With my 

solicitors I have also now been able to identify DCO Fagbo as the person I described 

to the PSU. 

83. I remember DCO Fagbo as he sometimes worked on my wing, but also on other 

wings which 1 would sometimes go through. He also came and got you for Home 

Office appointments to receive your Monthly Progress Reports. He was particularly 

abusive and racist to me. He was a bully. He was regularly sarcastic and insulting to 

me, like he was trying to provoke me for a reaction. Sometimes he would do this by 

making stupid comments or asking things about my immigration circumstances which 

he knew I wouldn't know and sometimes he was just outright racist. Some of the 

comments I remember him saying are: "Why are you still here? Your own country is 

better than being in detention"; "Maybe you should go back to your own country 

rather than staying here"; "This country don't want you"; and "Why are you begging 

to be here?". Throughout, he was saying I wasn't British. He was being sarcastic and 

if I reacted, he would laugh then go and tell other officers. There were occasions I saw 

him laugh in the face of detained people who couldn't speak English. He would say to 

other officers things like, "He can't even speak English, how did he get in the 
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